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Abstract

In many machine learning problems, large-scale

datasets have become the de-facto standard to

train state-of-the-art deep networks at the price

of heavy computation load. In this paper, we

focus on condensing large training sets into signif-

icantly smaller synthetic sets which can be used

to train deep neural networks from scratch with

minimum drop in performance. Inspired from

the recent training set synthesis methods, we pro-

pose Differentiable Siamese Augmentation that

enables effective use of data augmentation to syn-

thesize more informative synthetic images and

thus achieves better performance when training

networks with augmentations. Experiments on

multiple image classification benchmarks demon-

strate that the proposed method obtains substan-

tial gains over the state-of-the-art, 7% improve-

ments on CIFAR10 and CIFAR100 datasets. We

show with only less than 1% data that our method

achieves 99.6%, 94.9%, 88.5%, 71.5% relative

performance on MNIST, FashionMNIST, SVHN,

CIFAR10 respectively. We also explore the use

of our method in continual learning and neural

architecture search, and show promising results.

1. Introduction

Deep neural networks have become the go-to technique in

several fields including computer vision, natural language

processing and speech recognition thanks to the recent de-

velopments in deep learning (Krizhevsky et al., 2012; Si-

monyan & Zisserman, 2014; Szegedy et al., 2015; He et al.,

2016) and presence of large-scale datasets (Deng et al.,

2009; Lin et al., 2014; Antol et al., 2015; Abu-El-Haija et al.,

2016). However, their success comes at a price, increasing

computational expense, as the state-of-the-art models have

been primarily fueled by larger models (e.g. (Devlin et al.,

2018; Radford et al., 2019; Dosovitskiy et al., 2021) and
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massive datasets (e.g. (Kuznetsova et al., 2020; Chen et al.,

2020a; Kwiatkowski et al., 2019)). For example, it takes

12.3k TPU days to train EfficientNet-L2 (Xie et al., 2020) on

JFT-300M dataset (Sun et al., 2017). To put in a perspective,

the energy consumption for training EfficientNet-L2 once

is about 3 × 107 J, assuming that the TPU training power

is 100W. Ideally, the same energy is sufficient to launch a

30 kg object to the outer space, i.e. reaching Kármán line

which costs gravitational potential energy 106 J/kg. More

dramatically, the computational cost significantly increases

when better neural architectures are searched and designed

due to many trials of training and validation on the dataset

for different hyper-parameters (Bergstra & Bengio, 2012;

Elsken et al., 2019). Significantly decreasing these costs

without degrading the performance of the trained models is

one of the long-standing goals in machine learning (Agarwal

et al., 2004). To address these challenges, this paper focuses

on reducing the training data size by learning significantly

smaller synthetic data to train deep neural networks with

minimum drop in their performance.

The standard way to reduce the training set size is to use

a smaller but equally informative portion of data, namely

a coreset. In literature, there is a large body of coreset

selection methods for various target tasks, e.g. accelerat-

ing model training in neural architecture search (Shleifer &

Prokop, 2019; Such et al., 2020), storing previous knowl-

edge compactly in continual learning (Rebuffi et al., 2017;

Toneva et al., 2019) and efficient selection of samples to

label in active learning (Sener & Savarese, 2018). How-

ever, their selection procedures rely on heuristics and thus

do not guarantee any optimal solution for the downstream

tasks (e.g. image classification). In addition, finding such

an informative coreset may not always be possible when the

information in the dataset is not concentrated in few samples

but uniformly distributed over all of them.

Motivated by these shortcomings, a recent research direc-

tion, training set synthesis aims at generating a small train-

ing set which is further used to train deep neural networks

for the downstream task (Wang et al., 2018; Sucholutsky

& Schonlau, 2019; Bohdal et al., 2020; Such et al., 2020;

Nguyen et al., 2021; Zhao et al., 2021). In particular, Dataset

Distillation (DD) (Wang et al., 2018) models the network

parameters as a function of synthetic training data, and

then minimize the training loss on the real training data
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by optimizing the synthetic data. Sucholutsky & Schonlau

(2019) extend DD by learning synthetic images and soft

labels simultaneously. Bohdal et al. (2020) simplify DD

by only learning the informative soft labels for randomly

selected real images. Such et al. (2020) propose to use a

generator network instead of directly learning synthetic data.

Nguyen et al. (2021) reformulates DD in a kernel-ridge

regression which has a closed-form solution. Zhao et al.

(2021) propose Dataset Condensation (DC) that “condenses”

the large training set into a small synthetic set by matching

the gradients of the network parameters w.r.t. large-real and

small-synthetic training data. The authors show that DC

can be trained more efficiently by bypassing the bi-level

optimization in DD while significantly outperforming DD

in multiple benchmarks. Despite the recent success of the

training set synthesis over the coreset techniques, especially

in low-data regime, there is still a large performance gap

between models trained on the small synthetic set and those

trained on the whole training set. For instance, models that

are trained on DD and DC synthetic sets obtain 38.3% and

44.9% accuracy respectively with 10 images per class on

the CIFAR10 dataset, while a model trained on the whole

dataset (5000 images per class) obtains 84.8% .

An orthogonal direction to increase data efficiency and thus

generalization performance is data augmentation, a tech-

nique to expand training set with semantic-preserving trans-

formations (Krizhevsky et al., 2012; Zhang et al., 2018; Yun

et al., 2019; Chen et al., 2020b; Chen & He, 2020). While

they can simply be used to augment the synthetic set that

are obtained by a training set synthesis method, we show

that naive strategies lead to either drops or negligible gains

in performance in Section 4. This is because the synthetic

images i) have substantially different characteristics from

natural images, ii) are not learned to train deep neural net-

work under various transformations. Thus we argue that

an effective combination of these two techniques is non-

trivial and demands careful data augmentation design and

principled learning procedure.

In this paper we propose a principled method to enable learn-

ing a synthetic training set that can be effectively used with

data augmentation to train deep neural networks. Our main

technical contribution is Differentiable Siamese Augmenta-

tion (DSA), illustrated in Figure 1, that applies the same

randomly sampled data transformation to both sampled real

and synthetic data at each training iteration and also allows

for backpropagating the gradient of the loss function w.r.t.

the synthetic data by differentiable data transformations.

Applying various data transformations (e.g. 15◦ clockwise

rotation) simultaneously to both real and synthetic images in

training has three key advantages. First our method can ex-

ploit the information in real training images more effectively

by augmenting them in several ways and transfer this aug-

mented knowledge to the synthetic images. Second sharing

the same transformation across real and synthetic images

allows the synthetic images to learn certain prior knowledge

in the real images (e.g. the objects are usually horizontally

on the ground). Third, most importantly, once the synthetic

images are learned, they can be used with various data aug-

mentation strategies to train different deep neural network

architectures. We validate these advantages in multiple im-

age classification benchmarks and show that our method

significantly outperforms the state-of-the-art with a wide

margin, around 7% on CIFAR10/100 datasets1. Finally we

explore the use of our method in continual learning and

neural architecture search, and show promising results.

2. Related Work

In addition to the coreset selection and training set synthesis

methods that are discussed in section 1, our method is also

related to data augmentation techniques and Generative

Adversarial Networks (GANs).

Data Augmentation. Many deep neural networks adopts

data transformations for expanding the effective training

set size, reducing overfitting and thus improving their

performance. The most popular augmentation strategies

include color jittering (Krizhevsky et al., 2012), crop-

ping (Krizhevsky et al., 2012), cutout (DeVries & Taylor,

2017), flipping, scale, rotation. More elaborate augmenta-

tion strategies are Mixup (Zhang et al., 2018) and CutMix

(Yun et al., 2019). These augmentation strategies are typi-

cally applied to various image recognition problems where

the label is invariant to transformations of the input and the

transformations do not have to be be differentiable w.r.t. the

original input image.While we also use several data aug-

mentation techniques, our focus is to synthesize training

images that results in gradients that are equivariant to the

ones from real images. In addition, we use differentiable

augmentations such that gradients can go through augmen-

tation function and back-propagate to synthetic data.

Auto-augmentation. This line of work investigates how

to automatically find the best augmentation strategy instead

of manually designing by either learning a sequence of

transformation functions in an adversarial optimization (Rat-

ner et al., 2017), using a reinforcement learning algo-

rithm Cubuk et al. (2019), or learning the parameters of

parametric feature augmentations (Yan et al., 2020). In con-

trast, our goal is not to find the best augmentation for train-

ing data but to synthesize the training data that is equipped

with the augmentation ability for the downstream task.

GANs & Differentiable Augmentation. GANs (Good-

fellow et al., 2014; Mirza & Osindero, 2014; Radford et al.,

2015) typically aim at generating real-looking novel images

1The implementation is available at https://github.

com/VICO-UoE/DatasetCondensation.
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Figure 1. Dataset condensation with differentiable Siamese augmentation. Differentiable Siamese augmentation (DSA) applies the same

parametric augmentation (e.g. rotation) to all data points in the sampled real and synthetic batches in a training iteration. The gradients of

network parameters w.r.t. the sampled real and synthetic batches are matched for updating the synthetic images. A DSA example is given

that rotation with the same degree is applied to the sampled real and synthetic batches.

by fooling a discriminator network. Differentiable Augmen-

tation (Zhao et al., 2020a; Tran et al., 2020; Zhao et al.,

2020b; Karras et al., 2020) has recently been applied for

improving their training and in particular for preventing

discriminators from memorizing the limited training set.

Though they also apply differentiable augmentation to both

real and fake images, augmentations are independently ap-

plied to real and fake ones. In contrast we use a Siamese

augmentation strategy which is explicitly coordinated to

apply the same transformation to both real and synthetic

images. In addition, our goal, which is to generate a set of

training data that can be used to efficiently train deep neural

networks from scratch, differs from theirs and our images

do not have to be realistic.

3. Method

Here we first review DC (Zhao et al., 2021), then describe

the proposed our DSA method and its training algorithm.

3.1. Dataset Condensation Review

Assume that we are given a large training set T =
{(x1, y1), . . . , (x|T |, y|T |)} with |T | image and label

pairs. DC (Zhao et al., 2021) aims at learning a much

smaller set with |S| synthetic image and label pairs S =
{(s1, y1), . . . , (s|S|, y|S|)} from T such that a deep net-

work trained on S obtains comparable generalization per-

formance to a deep neural network that is trained on T . Let

φθT and φθS denote the deep neural networks with param-

eters θT and θ
S that are trained on T and S respectively.

The goal of DC can be formulated as:

Ex∼PD
[ℓ(φθT (x), y)] ≃ Ex∼PD

[ℓ(φθS (x), y)] (1)

over the real data distribution PD with loss function ℓ (i.e.

cross-entropy loss) . In practice, their generalization perfor-

mances are measured on an unseen test set.

A possible way to achieve the comparable performance in

eq. (1) is obtaining a similar solution to θ
T , after the pa-

rameters of the network are trained on S, i.e. θS ≈ θ
T .

However, solving this w.r.t. S involves nested loop opti-

mization over network parameters θ and synthetic data S
which is typically not scalable to large models and multi-

step optimization. Instead the authors in (Zhao et al., 2021)

hypothesize that a similar solution can be achieved, when

the parameter updates for θ
T
t and θ

S
t are approximately

equal at each training iteration t, given the same initializa-

tion θ
T
0 = θ

S
0 . In addition, assuming that θS

t = θ
T
t can be

satisfied at each iteration, the authors simplify the learning

by using a single neural network parameterized by θ and

propose the following minimization problem:

min
S

D(∇θL(S,θt),∇θL(T ,θt)), (2)

where

L(S,θt) =
1

|S|

∑

(s,y)∈S

ℓ(φθt
(s), y)),

L(T ,θt) =
1

|T |

∑

(x,y)∈T

ℓ(φθt
(x), y))

and D is a sum of cosine distances between the two gradi-

ents of weights associated with each output node at each

layer. We refer the readers to (Zhao et al., 2021) for more

detailed explanation.

3.2. Differentiable Siamese Augmentation (DSA)

Here we explain how data augmentation strategies can be

effectively used with DC formulation. One naive way is to

apply data augmentation to the synthetic images post-hoc,

after they are learned. However, this strategy results in negli-

gible performance gains (demonstrated in Section 4), as the

synthetic images are not optimized to be augmented. Hence,

a more principled way is to apply data augmentation while

learning the synthetic images, which can be formulated by

rewriting eq. (2):

min
S

D(∇θL(A(S, ω
S),θt),∇θL(A(T , ω

T ),θt)), (3)

where A is a family of image transformations that preserves

the semantics of the input (i.e. class label) such as cropping,
3
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color jittering, flipping that are parameterized with ωS and

ωT for the synthetic and real training sets respectively.

Siamese Augmentation. In the standard data augmenta-

tion ω is randomly sampled from a predetermined distribu-

tion Ω for each image independently. However, randomly

sampling both ωS and ωT is not meaningful in our case,

as this results in ambiguous gradient matching problem in

eq. (2). For instance, in case of cropping, this would require

a particular region of a synthetic image to produce gradi-

ents matching to the ones that are generated from different

crops of real image at different training iterations. Hence

this method results in an averaging affect on the synthetic

images and loss of information. To address this issue, we in-

stead use the same transformations across the synthetic and

real training sets, i.e. ωS = ωT . Thus we use one symbol

ω in the remainder of the paper. As two sets have different

number of images |S| ≪ |T | and there is no one-to-one cor-

respondence between them, we randomly sample a single

transformation ω and apply it to all images in a minibatch

pair at each training iteration. This also avoids the averaging

effect in a minibatch. This strategy enables correspondence

between the two sets (e.g. between 15◦ clockwise rotation

of synthetic and real set) and a more effective way of exploit-

ing the information in the real training images and distilling

it to the synthetic images in a more organized way without

averaging effect. We illustrate the main idea in Figure 1.

Differentiable Augmentation. Solving eq. (3) for S in-

volves computing the gradient for the matching loss D w.r.t.

the synthetic images ∂D(·)/∂S by backpropagation:

∂D(·)

∂S
=

∂D(·)

∂∇θL(·)

∂∇θL(·)

∂A(·)

∂A(·)

∂S
.

Thus the transformation A has to be differentiable w.r.t. the

synthetic images S . Traditionally transformations used for

data augmentation are not implemented in a differentiable

way, as optimizing input images is not their focus. Note

that all the standard data augmentation methods for images

are differentiable and can be implemented as differentiable

layers. Thus, we implement them as differentiable functions

for deep neural network training and allow the error signal

to be backpropagated to the synthetic images.

3.3. Training Algorithm

We adopt training algorithm in (Zhao et al., 2021) for the

proposed DSA, which is depicted in Alg. 1. To ensure

that the generated synthetic images can train deep neural

networks from scratch with any randomly initialized pa-

rameters, we use an outer loop with K iterations where

at each outer iteration we randomly initialize network pa-

rameters (i.e. θ0 ∼ Pθ0
) from a distribution Pθ0

and train

them from scratch. In the inner loop t, we randomly sample

an image transformation ω and a minibatch pair BT
c , BS

c

from the real and synthetic sets that contain samples from

only class c, compute their average cross-entropy loss and

gradients w.r.t. the model parameters separately. Then we

compute the gradient matching loss as in eq. (3) and update

the synthetic data Sc by using stochastic gradient descent

optimization with ςS gradient descent steps and ηS learning

rate. We repeat above steps for every class c in the inner

loop t. Alternatively, we update the model parameters θt to

minimize the cross-entropy loss on the augmented synthetic

data with ςθ gradient descent steps and ηθ learning rate.

Discussion. We observe that using minibatches from mul-

tiple classes leads to a slower convergence rate in training.

The reason is that when the gradients∇θL are averaged over

samples from multiple classes, image/class correspondence

for synthetic data is harder to retrieve from the gradients.

4. Experiments

4.1. Datasets & Implementation Details

Datasets. We evaluate our method on 5 image classifi-

cation datasets, MNIST (LeCun et al., 1990), FashionM-

NIST (Xiao et al., 2017), SVHN (Netzer et al., 2011), CI-

FAR10 and CIFAR100 (Krizhevsky et al., 2009). Both the

MNIST and FashionMNIST datasets have 60,000 training

and 10,000 testing images of 10 classes. SVHN is a real-

world digit dataset which has 73,257 training and 26,032

testing images of 10 numbers. CIFAR10 and CIFAR100

both have 50,000 training and 10,000 testing images from

10 and 100 object categories respectively.

Network Architectures. We test our method on a wide

range of network architectures, including multilayer percep-

tron (MLP), ConvNet (Gidaris & Komodakis, 2018), LeNet

(LeCun et al., 1998), AlexNet (Krizhevsky et al., 2012),

VGG-11 (Simonyan & Zisserman, 2014) and ResNet-18

(He et al., 2016). We use the ConvNet as the default ar-

chitecture in experiments unless otherwise indicated. The

default ConvNet has 3 duplicate convolutional blocks fol-

lowed by a linear classifier, and each block consists of 128

filters, average pooling, ReLu activation (Nair & Hinton,

2010) and instance normalization (Ulyanov et al., 2016).

We refer to (Zhao et al., 2021) for more details about the

above-mentioned architectures. The network parameters

for all architectures are randomly initialized with Kaiming

initialization (He et al., 2015). The labels of synthetic data

are pre-defined evenly for all classes, and the synthetic im-

ages are initialized with randomly sampled real images of

corresponding class. While our method works well when

initialising synthetic images from random noise, initialis-

ing them from randomly picked real images leads to better

performance. We evaluate the initialization strategies in

Section 5.2.
4
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Algorithm 1: Dataset condensation with differentiable Siamese augmentation.

Input: Training set T
1 Required: Randomly initialized set of synthetic samples S for C classes, probability distribution over randomly

initialized weights Pθ0
, deep neural network φθ , number of training iterations K, number of inner-loop steps T , number

of steps for updating weights ςθ and synthetic samples ςS in each inner-loop step respectively, learning rates for updating

weights ηθ and synthetic samples ηS , differentiable augmentation Aω parameterized with ω, augmentation parameter

distribution Ω, random augmentation A.

2 for k = 0, · · · ,K − 1 do

3 Initialize θ0 ∼ Pθ0

4 for t = 0, · · · , T − 1 do

5 for c = 0, · · · , C − 1 do

6 Sample ω ∼ Ω and a minibatch pair BT
c ∼ T and BS

c ∼ S ⊲ BT
c , BS

c are of class c.

7 Compute LT
c = 1

|BT
c
|

∑
(x,y)∈BT

c

ℓ(φθt
(Aω(x)), y) and LS

c = 1
|BS

c
|

∑
(s,y)∈BS

c

ℓ(φθt
(Aω(s), y)

8 Update Sc ← sgdS(D(∇θL
S
c (θt),∇θL

T
c (θt)), ςS , ηS)

9 Update θt+1 ← sgdθ(L(θt,A(S)), ςθ, ηθ) ⊲ Use A for the whole S

Output: S

Hyper-parameters and Augmentation. For simplicity

and generality, we use one set of hyper-parameters and

augmentation strategy for all datasets. We set K = 1000,

ςS = 1, ηθ = 0.01, ηS = 0.1, T = 1/10/50 and

ςθ = 1/50/10 for 1/10/50 image(s)/class learning respec-

tively as in (Zhao et al., 2021). The minibatch sizes for

both real and synthetic data are 256. When the synthetic set

has fewer images than 256, we use all the synthetic images

of a class c in each minibatch. For data augmentation, we

randomly pick one of several augmentations to implement

each time. More details can be found in section 4.4.

Experimental Setting. We evaluate our method at three

settings, 1/10/50 image(s)/class learning. Each experiment

involves two phases. First, we learn to synthesize a small

synthetic set (e.g. 10 images/class) from a given large real

training set. Then we use the learned synthetic set to train

randomly initialized neural networks and evaluate their per-

formance on the real testing set. For each experiment, we

learn 5 sets of synthetic images and use each set to train 20

randomly initialized networks, report mean accuracy and its

standard deviation over the 100 evaluations.

4.2. Comparison to State-of-the-Art

Competitors. We compare our method to several state-

of-the-art coreset selection and training set synthesis meth-

ods. The coreset selection competitors are random, herding

(Chen et al., 2010; Rebuffi et al., 2017; Castro et al., 2018;

Belouadah & Popescu, 2020) and forgetting (Toneva et al.,

2019). Random is a simple baseline that randomly select

samples as the coreset. Herding is a distance based algo-

rithm that selects samples whose center is close to the dis-

tribution center, i.e. each class center. Forgetting is a statis-

tics based metric that selects samples with the maximum

misclassification frequencies during training. Training set

synthesis competitors are Dataset Distillation (DD) (Wang

et al., 2018), Label Distillation (LD) (Bohdal et al., 2020),

Dataset Condensation (DC) (Zhao et al., 2021) which we

built our method on. We also provide baseline performances

for an approximate upperbound that are obtained by training

the models on the whole real training set. Note that we

report the results of coreset selection methods and upper-

bound performances presented in DC (Zhao et al., 2021), as

we use the same setting and hyper-parameters, and present

the original results for the rest methods.

Results for 10 Category Datasets. Table 1 presents the

results of different methods on MNIST, FashionMNIST,

SVHN and CIFAR10, which all have 10 classes. We first see

that Herding performs best among the coreset methods for

a limited number of images e.g. only 1 or 10 image(s)/class

and random selection performs best for 50 images/class.

Overall the training set synthesis methods outperform the

coreset methods which shows a clear advantage of synthesiz-

ing images for the downstream tasks, especially for 1 or 10

image(s)/class. Our method achieves the best performance

in most settings and in particular obtains significant gains

when learning 10 and 50 images/class, improves over the

state-of-the-art DC by 7.2% and 6.7% in CIFAR10 dataset

for 10 and 50 images per class. Remarkably in MNIST

with less than 1% data (50 images/class), it achieves 99.2%

which on par with the upperbound 99.6%. We also observe

that our method obtains comparable or worse performance

than DC in case of 1 image/class. We argue that our method

acts as a regularizer on DC, as the synthetic images are

forced to match the gradients from real training images

under different transformations. Thus we expect that our

method works better when the solution space (synthetic set)

is larger. Finally, the performance gap between the training
5
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Img/Cls Ratio %
Coreset Selection Training Set Synthesis

Whole Dataset
Random Herding Forgetting DD† LD† DC DSA

MNIST
1 0.017 64.9±3.5 89.2±1.6 35.5±5.6 60.9±3.2 91.7±0.5 88.7±0.6

99.6±0.010 0.17 95.1±0.9 93.7±0.3 68.1±3.3 79.5±8.1 87.3±0.7 97.4±0.2 97.8±0.1
50 0.83 97.9±0.2 94.8±0.2 88.2±1.2 - 93.3±0.3 98.8±0.2 99.2±0.1

FashionMNIST
1 0.017 51.4±3.8 67.0±1.9 42.0±5.5 - - 70.5±0.6 70.6±0.6

93.5±0.110 0.17 73.8±0.7 71.1±0.7 53.9±2.0 - - 82.3±0.4 84.6±0.3
50 0.83 82.5±0.7 71.9±0.8 55.0±1.1 - - 83.6±0.4 88.7±0.2

SVHN
1 0.014 14.6±1.6 20.9±1.3 12.1±1.7 - - 31.2±1.4 27.5±1.4

95.4±0.110 0.14 35.1±4.1 50.5±3.3 16.8±1.2 - - 76.1±0.6 79.2±0.5
50 0.7 70.9±0.9 72.6±0.8 27.2±1.5 - - 82.3±0.3 84.4±0.4

CIFAR10
1 0.02 14.4±2.0 21.5±1.2 13.5±1.2 - 25.7±0.7 28.3±0.5 28.8±0.7

84.8±0.110 0.2 26.0±1.2 31.6±0.7 23.3±1.0 36.8±1.2 38.3±0.4 44.9±0.5 52.1±0.5
50 1 43.4±1.0 40.4±0.6 23.3±1.1 - 42.5±0.4 53.9±0.5 60.6±0.5

Table 1. The performance comparison to coreset selection and training set synthesis methods. This table shows the testing accuracies (%)

of models trained from scratch on the small coreset or synthetic set. Img/Cls: image(s) per class, Ratio (%): the ratio of condensed images

to whole training set. DD† and LD† use LeNet for MNIST and AlexNet for CIFAR10, while the rest use ConvNet for training and testing.

set synthesis methods and upperbound gets larger when the

task is more challenging. For instance, in the most chal-

lenging dataset CIFAR10, the gap between ours and the

upperbound is 24.2%, while it is 0.4% in MNIST in the 50

images/class setting.

Note that we are aware of two recent work, Generative

Teaching Networks (GTN) (Such et al., 2020) and Kernel

Inducing Point (KIP) (Nguyen et al., 2021). GTN provides

only their performance curve on MNIST for 4,096 syn-

thetic images (≈ 400 images/class) but no numerical re-

sults, which is slightly worse than our performance with

50 images/class. KIP achieves 95.7±0.1% and 46.9±0.2%

testing accuracies on MNIST and CIFAR10 when learn-

ing 50 images/class with kernels and testing with one-layer

fully connected network, while our results with ConvNet

are 99.2±0.1% and 60.6±0.5% respectively. Though our

results are significantly better than theirs, two methods are

not directly comparable, as KIP and our DSA use different

training and testing architectures.

We visualize the generated 10 images/class synthetic sets

of MNIST and CIFAR10 in Figure 2. Overall the synthetic

images capture diverse appearances in the categories, var-

ious writing styles in MNIST and a variety of viewpoints

and background in CIFAR10. Although it is not our goal,

our images are easily recognizable and more similar to real

ones than the ones that are reported in (Wang et al., 2018;

Such et al., 2020; Nguyen et al., 2021).

CIFAR100 Results. We also evaluate our method in the

more challenging CIFAR100 dataset in which few works

report their results. Note that compared to CIFAR10, CI-

FAR100 is more challenging, as recognizing 10 times more

categories requires to learn more powerful features and

also there are 1
10 fewer images per class in CIFAR100. We

present our results in Table 2 and compare to the competitive

coreset methods (random, herding) and train set synthesis

methods (LD, DC). Our method obtains 13.9% and 32.3%

testing accuracies for 1 and 10 images/class, which im-

0        1        2        3        4         5        6        7        8        9      Plane   Car    Bird    Cat    Deer   Dog   Frog  Horse  Ship  Truck

Figure 2. Visualization of the generated 10 images/class synthetic

sets of MINIST and CIFAR10. The synthetic images are easy to

recognize for human beings.

Img/Cls Random Herding LD† DC DSA Whole Dataset

1 4.2±0.3 8.4±0.3 11.5±0.4 12.8±0.3 13.9±0.3
56.2±0.3

10 14.6±0.5 17.3±0.3 - 25.2±0.3 32.3±0.3

Table 2. The performance (%) comparison on CIFAR100 dataset.

LD† use AlexNet for CIFAR100, while the rest use ConvNet.

proves over DC by 1.1% and 7.1% respectively. Compared

to the 10 category datasets, the relative performance gap be-

tween the upperbound (56.2±0.3%) and the best performing

method (DSA) is significantly bigger in this dataset.

C\T MLP ConvNet LeNet AlexNet VGG ResNet

MLP 76.5±1.2 73.1±3.6 80.4±2.9 78.2±6.4 58.7±6.5 78.7±3.9

ConvNet 75.6±1.1 88.8±0.8 84.8±1.5 84.7±1.5 83.5±1.7 89.3±0.8

LeNet 76.5±0.9 86.6±1.5 83.9±1.6 83.9±1.2 81.1±2.3 88.2±0.9

AlexNet 76.1±0.8 87.6±0.8 84.2±1.6 84.6±1.7 82.0±2.1 88.8±0.8

VGG 75.8±1.0 88.9±0.7 84.5±1.6 85.0±1.4 83.2±1.9 88.9±1.0

ResNet 75.8±1.0 88.6±0.8 84.8±1.7 84.8±1.2 82.4±1.9 89.5±1.0

Table 3. Cross-architecture performance (%). We learn to con-

dense the training set on one architecture (C), and test it on another

architecture (T). We learn 1 image/class condensed set on MNIST.
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4.3. Cross-Architecture Generalization

Here we study the cross-architecture performance of our

model and report the results in Table 3 in MNIST for 1

image/class. To this end, we use different neural network

architectures to learn the synthetic images and further use

them to train classifiers. The rows indicate the architecture

which is used to learn the synthetic images and columns

show the architectures that we train classifiers. The results

show that synthetic images learned by the convolutional

architectures (ConvNet, LeNet, AlexNet, VGG and ResNet)

perform best and generalizes to the other convolutional ones,

while the MLP network produces less informative synthetic

images overall. Finally the most competitive architecture,

ResNet provides the best results when trained as a classifier

on the synthetic images.

4.4. Ablation Study

Effectiveness of DSA. Here we study the effect of design

choices in the proposed DSA in terms of test performance on

CIFAR10 for 10 images/class and report it in Table 4. One

can apply image transformations to the real and synthetic

set while learning the synthetic images, also to the synthetic

images while training a classifier in the second stage. In

addition, the same image transformation can be applied to

all images in a real and synthetic minibatch pair (denoted

as Aω) or an independently sampled image transformation

can be applied to each image (denoted as A). Note that the

former corresponds to our proposed Siamese augmentation

and we test different augmentation schemes for cropping,

flipping, scaling and rotation.

The results verify that the proposed Siamese augmenta-

tion always achieves the best performance when used with

individual augmentation. The largest improvement is ob-

tained by applying our Siamese augmentation with cropping.

Specifically, using Siamese augmentation with cropping

achieves 3.6% improvement compared to no data augmen-

tation (A). Note that (A) corresponds to DC (Zhao et al.,

2021) with initialization from real images. While smaller

improvement of 1.4% can be obtained by applying cropping

only to synthetic data in test phase (B), DSA provides a

further 2.2% over this. Applying cropping only to the real

or synthetic images (C and D) degrades the performance

and obtains worse performance than no data augmentation

(A). Similarly, applying independent transformations to the

real and synthetic images when learning synthetic images,

i.e. (F), leads to worse performance than (A). Finally, the

Siamese augmentation method performs worse than (A)

when no data augmentation is used to train the classifier (E).

This shows that it is important to apply data augmentation

consistently in both stages. The effects on other augmenta-

tion strategies may be slightly different but similar to those

on cropping augmentation.

Condense Test Test Performance (%)

Real Synthetic Synthetic Crop Flip Scale Rotation

Ours Aω Aω A 49.1±0.6 47.9±0.7 46.9±0.5 46.8±0.6

(A) - - - 45.5±0.6 45.5±0.6 45.5±0.6 45.5±0.6

(B) - - A 46.9±0.6 46.1±0.6 45.7±0.5 45.0±0.5

(C) A - A 42.8±0.7 46.2±0.6 44.5±0.6 44.5±0.6

(D) - A A 44.6±0.7 46.8±0.6 45.4±0.6 45.9±0.7

(E) Aω Aω - 43.4±0.5 46.4±0.6 45.7±0.6 46.3±0.5

(F) A A A 44.5±0.5 46.9±0.6 45.7±0.5 45.8±0.5

Table 4. Ablation study on augmentation schemes in CIFAR10

for 10 synthetic images/class. Aω denotes Siamese augmentation

when applied to both real and synthetic data, while A denotes aug-

mentation that is not shared across real and synthetic minibatches.

Augmentation Strategy. Our method can be used with

the common image transformations. Here we investigate the

performance of our method with several popular transfor-

mations including color jittering, cropping, cutout, flipping,

scaling, rotation on MNIST, FashionMNIST, SVHN and CI-

FAR10 for 10 images/class setting. We also show a simple

combination strategy that is used as the default augmen-

tation in experiments by randomly sampling one of these

six transformations at each time. The exception is that flip-

ping is not included in the combination for the two number

datasets - MNIST and SVHN, as it can change the seman-

tics of a number. Note that our goal is not to exhaustively

find the best augmentation strategy but to show that our

augmentation scheme can be effectively used for dataset

condensation and we leave a more elaborate augmentation

strategy for future work.

Table 5 depicts the results for no transformation, individual

transformations and as well as the combined strategy. We

find that applying all the augmentations improve the perfor-

mance on CIFAR10 compared to the baseline (None). Crop-

ping is the most effective single transformation that can in-

crease the testing accuracy from 45.5% to 49.1%. The com-

bination of these augmentations further improves the per-

formance to 52.1%. Interestingly cropping and cutout trans-

formations degrade the performance of SVHN, as SVHN

images are noisy and some include multiple digits and these

transformations may pick the wrong patch of images. Never-

theless, we still observe that the combined strategy obtains

the best performance in all datasets.

4.5. Continual Learning

Here we apply our method to a continual learning task (Re-

buffi et al., 2017; Castro et al., 2018; Aljundi et al., 2019)

where the tasks are incrementally learned on three digit

recognition datasets, SVHN (Netzer et al., 2011), MNIST

(LeCun et al., 1998) and USPS (Hull, 1994) as in (Zhao

et al., 2021) and the goal is to preserve the performance in

the seen tasks while learning new ones. We build our model

on the popular continual learning baseline – EEIL (Cas-

tro et al., 2018) which leverages memory rehearsal and
7
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Img/Cls None Color Crop Cutout Flip Scale Rotate Combination

MNIST 10 96.4±0.1 96.5±0.1 97.2±0.1 96.5±0.1 - 97.2±0.1 97.2±0.1 97.8±0.1

FashionMNIST 10 82.5±0.3 82.9±0.3 83.3±0.3 84.0±0.3 83.1±0.2 84.0±0.4 83.1±0.3 84.6±0.3

SVHN 10 76.7±0.6 77.4±0.5 75.9±0.8 73.1±0.6 - 78.0±0.5 77.4±0.4 79.2±0.5

CIFAR10 10 45.5±0.6 47.6±0.5 49.1±0.6 48.1±0.5 47.9±0.7 46.9±0.5 46.8±0.6 52.1±0.5

Table 5. Performance with different augmentation strategies. Flipping is not suitable for number datasets - MNIST and SVHN. Combina-

tion means randomly sampling one from the six/five transformations to implement each time.
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Figure 3. Continual learning performance. We compare to the

original EEIL (Castro et al., 2018) denoted as Herding and DC

(Zhao et al., 2021) under two settings: with and without knowledge

distillation. T1, T2, T3 are three learning stages.

knowledge distillation (Hinton et al., 2015) to mitigate catas-

trophic forgetting of old tasks. We replace the sample se-

lection strategy, i.e. herding, with our dataset condensation

method for memory construction and keep the rest the same.

The memory budget is 10 images/class for all seen classes.

We refer to (Zhao et al., 2021) for more details.

Figure 3 depicts the results of EEIL with three memory con-

struction strategies - herding (Castro et al., 2018), DC (Zhao

et al., 2021) and our DSA under two settings - with and

without knowledge distillation. The results show that DSA

always outperforms the other two memory construction

methods. Especially, DSA achieves 94.4% testing accuracy

after learning all three tasks without knowledge distillation,

which surpasses DC and herding by 1.4% and 3.7% respec-

tively. It indicates that the synthetic images learned by our

method are more informative for training models than those

produced by competitors.

4.6. Neural Architecture Search

Our method has substantial practical benefits when

one needs to train many neural networks in the same

dataset. One such application is neural architecture search

(NAS) (Zoph et al., 2018) which aims to search the best
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Figure 4. The distribution of correlation between proxy-set perfor-

mance and whole-dataset performance on top 5% architectures.

network architecture for a given dataset. Here our goal is

to verify that a small set of synthetic images learned by

our method can be used as a proxy set to efficiently train

many networks and the test performances of the neural ar-

chitectures are correlated to the ones trained on the original

training set.

To this end, we design a set of candidate neural network

architectures based on the modular ConvNet by varying

its depth, width, pooling, activation and normalization lay-

ers which produces 720 candidates in total. We refer to

(Zhao et al., 2021) for more details. We train these mod-

els on the whole CIFAR10 training set for obtaining the

ground-truth performance and also three small proxy-sets

that are obtained with random, DSA and early-stopping (Li

& Talwalkar, 2020). We randomly select 10 images/class in

random and learn 10 images/class condensed set with the

default ConvNet in DSA as the proxy-sets. We train models

300 epochs in random and DSA. In early-stopping we train

models for same amount of iterations to DSA (300 iterations

with batch size 100) on the whole original training set. Both

random and DSA use 100 images (0.2% of whole dataset)

in total, while early-stopping uses 3× 104 images (60% of

whole dataset). For the whole set baseline, we train mod-

els for 100 epochs, which is sufficiently long to converge.

Finally we pick the best performing architectures that are

trained on each proxy set, train them on the original training

set from scratch and report their test set performance.

We report the results in Table 6 in the performance of se-

lected best architecture, correlation between performances

of proxy-set and whole-dataset training, training time cost

and storage cost. The correlation, i.e. Spearman’s rank cor-

relation coefficient, is calculated on the top 5% candidate

architectures of each proxy-set, which is also illustrated in

Figure 4. The proxy-set produced by our method achieves
8
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Random DSA Early-stopping Whole Dataset

Performance (%) 78.2 81.3 84.3 85.9
Correlation 0.12 0.76 0.48 1.00

Time cost (min) 32.5 44.5 32.6 3580.2

Storage (imgs) 10
2

10
2 3 × 104 5 × 104

Table 6. Neural architecture search on proxy-sets and whole

dataset. The search space is 720 ConvNets. We do experiments on

CIFAR10 with 10 images/class randomly selected coreset and syn-

thetic set learned by DSA. Early-stopping means training models

on whole dataset but with the same iterations as random and DSA.
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Figure 5. Gradient magnitude distribution w.r.t. real/synthetic data.

the strongest correlation - 0.76, while the time cost of im-

plementing NAS on our proxy-set is only 1.2% of imple-

menting NAS on the whole dataset. This promising perfor-

mance indicates that our DSA can speed up NAS by training

models on small proxy-set. Although the model chosen by

early-stopping achieves better performance than ours, early-

stopping requires two orders of magnitude more training

images than ours. In addition, the correlation (0.48) between

early-stopping performance and whole-dataset training per-

formance is significantly lower than ours (0.76).

5. Discussion

5.1. Why Does DSA Work?

In this section, we attempt to shed light onto why DSA leads

to better synthetic data. We hypothesize that the Siamese

augmentation acts as a strong regularizer on the learned high-

dimensional synthetic data S and alleviates its overfitting

to the real training set. We refer to (Hernández-Garcı́a &

König, 2018) for more elaborate analysis of the relation

between data augmentation and regularization. This can be

shown more explicitly by reformulating eq. (3) over multiple

randomly sampled augmentations:

min
S

∑

ω∼Ω

D(∇θL(A(S, ω),θ),∇θL(A(T , ω),θ)), (4)

which forces the synthetic set to match the gradients from

the real set under multiple transformations ω when sampled

from the distribution Ω and renders the optimization harder

and less prone to overfitting.
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Figure 6. The learning/rendering process of two classes in CI-

FAR10 initialized from random noise and real images respectively.

We also quantitatively analyze this by reporting the gradient

magnitude distribution ||∇θL(T )|| and ||∇θL(S)|| for real

and synthetic sets respectively in Figure 5 when learning

10 images/class synthetic set on CIFAR10 with and without

DSA. The gradients are obtained at the training iteration k =
1000 (see Alg. 1). We see that the gradient magnitudes from

the synthetic data quickly vanishes and thus leads to a very

small updates in absence of DSA, while the synthetic images

can still be learned with DSA. Note that as backpropagation

involves successive products of gradients, the updates for S
naturally vanishes when multiplied with small ||∇θL(S)||.

5.2. Initializing Synthetic Images

In our experiments, we initialize each synthetic image with a

randomly sampled real training image (after standard image

normalization) from the corresponding category. After the

initialization, we update them by using the optimization in

eq. (3). Once they are trained, they are used to train neural

networks without any post-processing. In Figure 6, we illus-

trate the evolution of synthetic data initialized from random

noise and real images from car and cat categories through

our training in CIFAR10. While we see significant changes

over the initialization in both cases, the ones initialized with

real images preserve some of their contents such as object

pose and color.

6. Conclusion

In this paper, we propose a principled dataset condensa-

tion method – Differentiable Siamese Augmentation – to

enable learning synthetic training set that can be effectively

used with data augmentation when training deep neural net-

works. Experiments and ablation study show that the learned

synthetic training set can be used to train neural networks

with data augmentation and achieve significantly better per-

formance (about 7% improvement on CIFAR10/100) than

state-of-the-art methods. We also show promising results

when applying the proposed method to continual learning

and neural architecture search.
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